Abstract: Proteins are grouped into various families according to their evolutionary origin. Analyzing such types of families based on their inter residue interactions is crucial because algorithms that search for pair wise homologies can miss important relations and produce false hits. Several statistical models have been created to aid in the classification but so far had only partial success. In this work, we have analyzed the variation of long-range contacts in different bin intervals as well as characterized the long-range order in a set of 37 families of homologous proteins belonging to different structural classes. The results reveal the family specific long-range contacts as well as variation of long-range order in different structural classes. The pair-wise residue preference to form long-range contacts reveals the dominance of hydrophobic residues irrespective of the structural class. We also provide visual examples of long-range contact network pattern in the different structural classes.
BACKGROUND
Proteins evolved from a common ancestor are said to be homologues and to constitute a "family" with potentially similar structures, functions, and interactions. Analysis of a set of similarly folded proteins with distinct amino acid sequences, such as homologues, can help in identifying residues and regions of polypeptide chains that are likely to be important in the formation and stability of the fold. The problem of identifying "real" protein families based on amino acid sequence conservation has been the subject of extensive debate, because algorithms that search for pair wise homologies can miss important relations and produce false hits. Automatic classification of proteins into homologous super families, by looking at their three dimensional structure has been a long goal for scientists studying proteins. Several statistical models have been created to aid in the classification but so far had only partial success. Correct functional and evolutionary classification of new structures is difficult for distantly related proteins and errorprone using simple statistical scores based on sequence or structure similarity.
There are databases, which contains homologous families of proteins that have been classified by their structural classes and folds. A fully automated database of protein sequences patterns derived from the analysis of the conserved residues that are predicted to be functional in structurally-aligned homologous families is the HOMSTRAD database [1] and PALI [2] is a database that consists of 1922 protein families containing over 13,500 protein domains. The SCOP (Structural Classification of Proteins) [3] data-*Address correspondence to this author at the Department of Bioinformatics, School of Life Sciences, Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli 620 024, Tamil Nadu, Índia; E-mail: sel_emi@yahoo.co.uk base aims to provide a detailed and comprehensive description of the structural and evolutionary relationships between all proteins whose structure is known, including all entries in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) maintained by Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB) consortium [4] . The structural classifications began to emerge, after release of SCOP with DALI [5] and CATH databases [6] . It is available as a set of tightly linked hypertext documents which make the large database comprehensible and accessible.
There has been considerable progress made over the past years in linking experimental and theoretical approaches to protein folding. Recent experiments have set benchmarks for testing new models and progress has been made in developing theoretical models for interpreting and predicting experimental results [7] .
Evolutionarily close residues appear to have similar contact propensities and leads one to postulate that the extent of similarity between the contact propensities [3] . Proteins are classified to reflect both structural and evolutionary relatedness. Many levels exist in the hierarchy, but the principal levels are Family (Clear evolutionarily relationship), Super family (Probable common evolutionary origin) and Fold (Major structural similarity). Proteins are defined as having a common fold if they have the same major secondary structures in the same arrangement and with the same topological connections. Homologous proteins of residue identity from 100% to 20% have regions which retain the same general fold and regions where the folds differ. Further the extent of the structural changes is directly related to the extent of sequence changes [8] .
The degree of success to be expected in predicting the structure of proteins from their sequence using the known structure of homologous proteins depends on the extent of the residue identity. However the active sites of distantly related proteins can have very similar geometries. This is due to coupling of structural changes during evolution. Thus the structure of the active site in a protein may provide a good model for those in related protein even if all the residue identities are low [9] . For most of the protein families, the changes in structural similarity are linearly dependent on changes in sequence similarity. Families with lower structure/sequence correlations must have other sources of apparent structural variation that are not accounted by sequence change. Most of the evolutionary structural change in a protein family is linearly related to changes in sequence similarity, when plotted in terms of statistical significance or as RMSD versus percent identity [10] .
Inter-residue interactions play an essential role in driving protein folding, and analysis of these interactions increases our understanding of protein folding and stability and facilitates the development of tools for protein structure prediction. In this work, we systematically characterized the common inter-residue interactions at a certain sequence separation cutoffs using homologous family of proteins. A marginal part of the failures of secondary structure predictions may be attributed to the influence of long-range interactions [11] . Thus, inter-residue interactions have been one of the main focuses to understand the mechanisms of protein folding and stability [12] . Contact exploration in proteins could be of great interest from different perspectives, e.g. to develop potentials [13] , to identify amino acid side-chain clusters playing structural and functional roles [14] . For instance, different distributions of contacts in proteins reflect their different environments, the extra cellular and the intracellular ones [15] . Interestingly, interresidue interactions can be characterized by contact order (CO) [16] and long-range order (LRO) parameters that have a strong correlation with the folding rate of small proteins [17] .
The statistical potentials often correctly rank-order the relative strengths of inter residue interactions, but they do not reflect the true underlying energies because of systematic errors arising from the neglect of excluded volume in proteins [18] . The residue-residue contact preference potentials are demonstrated to successfully discriminate correct sequences in inverse folding experiments. A comparative analysis has been done for the structures of distantly related proteins that reveal with effect of residue-residue preference that have occurred during evolution.
Network type of representation is one of the most successful type of representation to understand the three dimensional structure of proteins. The native state protein structures can be modelled, using a graph-theoretical approach, as coarse-grained networks of amino acid residues as 'nodes' and the inter-residue interactions/contacts as 'links'. Using the network representation of protein structures and their 2D contact maps, it is easy to identify the conserved contact patterns [19] . The residue segments with hydrophobic clusters have high thermal stability [20] . Further, these clusters are formed and stabilized through long-range interactions. Specifically, a network of long-range contacts connects adjacent -strands of the ( / ) 8 barrel domain and the hydrophobic clusters.
In the present work, we have analyzed the inter-residue interactions in 37 families of homologous proteins of considerable sequence divergence and the variation of longrange order. The results reveal family specific long-range contact patterns in different bin intervals and structural class dependent variation of the long-range order. We also provide visual representation of long-range contact networks in proteins belonging to different structural classes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dataset
The proteins of 37 homologous super families with varying percentage identity have been taken from the DALI [5] database forms the source for our present study. The proteins under each superfamily are selected by considering the residue identity and number of residues in the protein.
The residue identity of each protein in a homologous family ranges from 100% to 25% and the number of residues for all the proteins in a family is nearly similar. Since there are lesser number of superfamilies with varying percentage identity in all-, all-and + structural class, we considered minimum number of homologous superfamilies in these classes compared to the / structural class. The coordinates of the proteins were obtained from the PDB [4] . We obtained the information about the structural classes of all proteins from SCOP [3] database.
Computation of Distribution of Long-Range Contacts in Various Intervals
Each residue in the protein molecule is represented by its C atom. The centre is fixed at the C atom of the first (Nterminal) residue and the distance between this atom and the rest of the C atoms in the protein molecule is computed. The composition of surrounding residues associated with this residues were calculated with a sphere of radius 8Å, which has been shown to be the required volume of the medium within which a residue in a protein molecule is known to exert a detectable influence [21] [22] [23] . The procedure was repeated each time by moving the centre to the successive carbon atom along the polypeptide chain to compute the composition of surrounding residues, for all residues in a given protein. From the computation of surrounding residues within the sphere of 8Å radius, the contribution due to short range (C atom ±2 residues along the sequence), medium range, (C atom ±3 or ±4 residues along the sequence) and long-range (C atom >±4 residues) interactions were computed [24] .
The long-range contacts (C atom >±4 residues) are further classified into intervals with a step of 10 (4-10; 11-20; 21-30; 31-40; 41-50; 51-60; >60). The number of longrange contacts in each interval for all homologous family of proteins belonging to different structural classes is computed. Also, the percentage of long-range contacts for all the proteins in each interval was calculated. The cross correlation of long-range contact distribution for 37 homologous super families was measured in the form of a 37X37 matrix. Further cluster analysis is performed for the cross correlated average long-range distribution matrix and the distance tree is drawn.
Computation of Long-Range Order
A novel parameter long-range order (LRO) based on the number of long-range contacts in the three dimensional structures of proteins was developed by Gromiha and Selvaraj, [17] to predict the folding rates of two-state proteins.
Long-range order is defined as, LRO = n ij / N (1)
Where i and j are two residues for which the C -C distance is 8 Å and N is the total number of residues in a protein.
Computation of Pairwise Residue-Residue Preferences to form Long-Range Contacts
The residues that form long-range contacts as detailed above were analyzed for pair-wise residue preferences for proteins belonging to all the four structural classes. The values were normalized using the frequencies of the 20 amino acid residues occurring under each structural class.
Plotting of Inter-Residue Interaction as Network Graphs
The contacts for each residue in a protein at residue separation >±4 are computed with a sphere of radius 8Å. A program is coded in Graph Modeling Language [25] to plot each amino acid residue as a node and their contacts as edges. Cytoscape system biology software [26] is used to view the GML file and to perform various operations such as, to color the nodes according to their physical properties, to change the node size, label size and to zoom in and out the network etc., The maximum numbers of contacts rising from a group of nodes in a circle may be crucial to understand domain structure in proteins. Also we represent the homologous family of proteins as a single circular graph, which shows us the crucial patterns, which forms structural homologues in a family of four different structural classes of proteins.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Distribution of Long-Range Contacts at Various Intervals in Homologous Family of Proteins
The list of 37 homologous super families and the distribution of long-range contacts at various intervals in all-, all-, + and / classes of proteins is shown in Table 1 , Table 2 , Table 3 and Table 4 , respectively. It reveals the opposite trends between the folding of all-and allproteins. The all-class proteins have more long-range contacts in the 4-10 interval whereas all-class of proteins have more number of long-range contacts in 11-20 interval. This is due to hydrogen bonds between helices and strands in these classes of proteins. In the case of / class of proteins, they have maximum number of long-range contacts in 21-30 interval whereas in + class of proteins the maximum number of long-range contacts is in 4-10 interval. The helical and strand segments are present as separate domains in + class of proteins and the proteins in this class behave like either all-or all-type. In / class, the helices and strands occur alternatively which may lead them to behave like this. The similar trend was also observed by Gromiha and Selvaraj [12] .
The average distribution of long-range contacts of four different structural classes between residue intervals such as 4-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60 and above 60 is shown in Fig. (1) . The overall trend in the long-range contact distribution is similar beyond the 41-50 intervals in all structural classes of proteins. In the interval 11-20, the average long-range contact distribution for all-and / proteins is consistent and it is 11.8 and 12.6 respectively. In + and / classes of proteins, the average long-range contact distribution trend is similar at 41-50 intervals, which is 7.9 and 7.6, respectively. The average long-range contact distribution for all-and / proteins is similar and it is 6.1 and 6.2 respectively.
The average long-range contact distribution trend is opposite in all-and all-class of proteins. The average long-range contact distribution trend for all-class of proteins goes down for two consecutive intervals and comes up at 31-40 interval and again comes down and stays same for 51-60 interval and goes to maximum at above 60 intervals. The trend for all-proteins is the average distribution goes down for two consecutive intervals and comes up at 31-40 interval and again goes down for couple of consecutive intervals and ends with maximum.
In + class of proteins, the long-range contact distribution is different only in 51-60 interval. The contact distribution is even in all other intervals. The trend between + and / are found similar except in the third interval (31-40). For + , the average long-range contact distribution at the third interval is 12.9 whereas in case of / , it is 20.56.
The cross correlation coefficient of average long-range contact distribution is shown in Table 5 . The comparison of long range contact distribution shows us that there is similar kind of distribution across different structural classes. The annexin family belonging to all-structural class, stromelycin family belonging to + structural class and hydro- genase small unit belonging to / structural class has similar kind of long range contact distribution. Also the cytothesin family of all-class and Lectin family of allclass has similar kind of long-range distribution with other structural classes.
The distance tree with the cluster of families with similar kind of long-range contact distribution is shown in Fig. (2) . The figure shows the cluster of families 5, 15 and 30 has similar kind of long-range distribution. Interestingly, the family 5 belongs to all-class, 15 belongs to + structural class and 30 belong to / class.
Sequence Identity and Long-Range Order in Different Structural Classes of Proteins
ALL-CLASS
The PDB ID (PDB), Percentage Identity (%), Number of residues (N), Total number of long-range contacts (NLONG) and long-range order (LRO) for homologous family of proteins belonging to four different structural classes such as all , all , + and / classes respectively is shown in Table 6 , Table 7 , Table 8 and Table 9 respectively. Table 6 reveals that all alpha proteins in general possess lower values of LRO across different families. This reveals that the inter- Fig. (2) . Cross correlation distance tree of long-range contact distribution in different intervals. residue contacts of all alpha proteins are formed mainly from local interactions. Even when the sequence identity gets down to minimum value of 25% in the DPS Protein homologous family its LRO value stands same, indicating the conservation of long-range interactions.
In all-class of proteins 9 homologous super families namely Lectin, Ferritin, Trypsin, Cupredoxin, Amylase, HLA Histo compatibility antigen, Leukotriene, tumour necrosis factor and Herpes simplex trans type II have been considered. The LRO values with their sequence identity are given in Table 7 . The average LRO value for this structural class is 3.903. This is the highest average LRO value compared to other three structural classes. This indicates that the complexities of three dimensional structures for allproteins are higher than the other structural classes. When we compare the average LRO values for all-class with / class of proteins, both of them possess similar range of values. Also, the conservation of long-range contacts is the reason for possessing similar three dimensional structures in homologous super families even when their sequence identity goes very low.
+ CLASS
In this class of proteins (Table 8) , there are five homologous super families namely Stromelycin, Vigilin, Cysteine Proteinases, ADP Ribo and Lysozyme like Proteins. In stromelycin family the parameter long-range order remains fixed, even the sequence identity decreases up to 50%. The average LRO value of this structural class of proteins is 3.478. These average LRO values of this structural class are high compared to all-class and lower than all-class of proteins. The similar kind of average standard deviation values is seen for both / and + structural class of proteins.
/ CLASS
In / class of proteins, the number of long-range contacts and LRO values with their sequence identity are given in Table 9 . There are 18 homologous families in this ( structural class. The average LRO value for this structural class is low compared to all-class and higher than allstructural class. The similarity in LRO values of all-and + may be due to the presence of hydrophobic residues in strands, further the helices in the core region of / domain have one face toward the hydrophobic -structure. The structure of / structural class is very complex due to the position of opposite side of the helix is usually at the protein surface. The amino acid sequence should contain a set of hydrophobic residues placed to reflect the periodicity of the helix. There are two types of -sheets regularly seen in / proteins, planar and cylindrical. Planar -sheets contain two types of strands. Those on the interior of the sheet are well shielded from solvent and show hydrophobic residues at the interior of the sequential positions in order to provide two hydrophobic faces [27] .
The overall average of LRO values and their standard deviation for all the four structural classes are given in Table  10 . The average LRO values for all , all , + and / are ( residue distances are shown in Table 11 and Fig. (3) . The difference between the reference residue and the contacting residue is known as residue separation. The contacting residues and residue separation value of four proteins 1ADW, 1BQK, 1PMY and 4PAZ are similar. Table 10 shows that the distance between reference residue and contacting residue remains same for all the four proteins. The contacts shown in the Table 11 is computed for the residues coming within 8Å sphere and with residue separation greater than 4. The fully conserved residue methionine which is at 16 th residue of the protein 1ADW has contacts with 7Met, 8Leu, 9Asn, 10Lys, 11Gly, 81His, 84Met, 85Gly and 86Met. The similar residue-residue contacts are present in the other three proteins 1BQK, 1PMY and 4PAZ of the cupredoxin superfamily. The distances between the conserved residues are also found to be similar. This clearly indicates that the similar kind of long-range contacts and the conserved residue-residue distance is the reason for forming structural homologues with high sequence divergence. contacts as the top most residue pair. Overall the residue preference is similar to our earlier work [12] .
Long-Range Contact Networks
Using the network representation of protein structures it is possible to identify the contact patterns i.e. groups of contacts which are present as a common feature for the homologous family of proteins. Fig. (4a) shows the contact network of Globin family where yellow nodes represents the hydrophobic residues. There are three groups of nodes where maximum numbers of edges are raising. These areas in particular contain hydrophobic residues as major content. The enhanced view of globin contact network is shown in Fig. (4a) . All-structural class -globin family network diagram. Fig. (4b) . Enhanced view of Globin family's long-range contact networks. Fig. (4b) . Since all alpha proteins tertiary structure is less complex, the network looks very clear. In all-structural class of proteins, the contact network of Lectin family is plotted. Fig. (5a) represents the network diagram of Lectin family, which contains five groups of nodes where the maximum numbers of edges are present. So these groups of nodes are important for determining the folded three dimensional structure. Since all-proteins have highest average LRO value the network seems to be complex when compared to other three structural classes. Fig. (5b) shows the enhanced view of the Lectin family contact network. Fig. (5a) . All-structural class -lectin family network diagram. Fig. (5b) . Enhanced view of Lectin family's long-range contact networks.
Long-Range Contacts and Networks in Homologous Families of Proteins
The Open Structural Biology Journal, 2009, Volume 3 123 Fig. (6) represents the contact network of + structural class of proteins, the family considered here is Vigilin. In this family of proteins the network looks very clear and the most number of edges rises from one particular group of nodes. But in case of / class of proteins, the fluorescent family of proteins has the maximum number of groups of nodes and each group contains long stretch of nodes (i.e. residues). This indicates the complex topology of this particular structural class of proteins. The network contact diagram is shown in Fig. (7a) and the enhanced view of the network is shown in Fig. (7b) . The difference between the contact topology between four structural classes is understood by considering the long-range network graphs.
CONCLUSION
The comparison of the three-dimensional structures of proteins is a complex algorithmic problem. In the present work we have made an analysis based on inter-residue interaction to study the homologous family of proteins. A comparative analysis has been done for the structures of related proteins that reveal the variation of long-range contacts that has occurred during evolution. The long-range contact distribution in homologous family of proteins of different structural classes is the main reason to possess structure homologues even when the sequence divergence is very high. The parameter LRO for distantly related proteins shows the importance of long-range contacts to have similar geometries in homologous family of protein. The present analysis also indicates the variation of long-range order across different structural classes and to provide a qualitative measure of the topological complexity of different protein structures. It also reveals that the conserved residue contacts and their residue-residue distance seem to be similar for all proteins in a homologous super family of proteins. Pair-wise residue preference to form long-range contacts indicates the dominance of hydrophobic residues. The network type representation of inter-residue interactions provides a visual representation of the complex three-dimensional structures of proteins and the nodes with maximum number of edges may be very crucial for the folding, stability and function.
